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Abstract
This paper illustrates the application of Voltage Source 
Converter (VSC) based Flexible AC Transmission systems 
(FACTS) controllers such as Static shunt Compensator (STAT-
COM) and Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) for power 
flow control. A unique modelling framework incorporating 
these FACTS controllers in Newton Raphson load flow solu-
tion is discussed. The effectiveness of both the devices for real 
power flows, power loss, reactive power injection and voltage 
profile improvement are analysed. The modes of operation of 
each device with respect to specified voltage are analysed. The 
performance of these devices under single line contingency is 
also discussed. Test results on standard 5 bus system and IEEE 
30 bus test system are analysed which justifies the potency of 
these devices for the above said applications.
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1 Introduction
Deregulation of power industry and uneven distribution of 

load centres over the system leads to unsteady power flows in 
the lines. Certain lines are underutilized and some of them are 
over loaded [1]. Problems like voltage instability, power loss, 
power oscillations, reactive power consumption causes the 
existing power system insecure [2]. These problems require 
upgradation of existing power network. To concentrate on the 
existing problems of power system the important step is to 
conduct the steady state analysis [3].

Power flow analysis is an essential step for evaluation of a 
power system under steady state conditions. It is also useful 
for future expansion with respect to continuous growth of sys-
tem demand. Many power system problems such as economic 
dispatch, optimal power flow and unit commitment can’t be 
performed without this analysis. The basic outcome of this 
analysis is voltage profile, power flows in the lines, Losses 
and phase angles at various nodes of the test system. Based 
on these studies necessary corrective action can be taken to 
maintain the power system in a secure condition.

In the existing transmission system certain constraints 
like voltage instability, fault levels, poor power sharing in 
parallel circuits, congestion and many others influence the 
circuit utilisation capability. To overcome these problems and 
allow the lines operate at their thermal rating Flexible AC 
Transmission Systems (FACTS) technology is a compromising 
solution [4]. FACTS controllers are basically power electronic 
devices which automatically control the parameters like line 
impedance, bus voltage and phase angle of the network [5]. 
FACTS controllers are classified as Series, Shunt, Combined 
series-shunt devices based on their existence in the system 
[4]. Reactive power management is needed to enhance the 
standard of power supply in ac power systems to possess higher 
utilization of existing equipment leading to the deferment 
of latest investment for equipments and transmission lines 
[6]. By using the shunt FACTS controllers reactive power 
management is best done and thus improving voltage profile 
of the system. Series FACTS controllers helps in improving 
power flows in the lines [7]. 
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There are two generations of FACTS controllers, of which 
the first generation devices are based on convectional thyristor 
switched capacitors and reactors. The devices coming under 
this category are Static Var Compensator (SVC), Thyristor 
Controlled Series Capacitor (TCSC), Thyristor Controlled 
Phase Shifter (TCPS). The second generation devices employs 
Voltage Sourced Converters. Devices coming under this cat-
egory are Static shunt Compensator (STATCOM), Static Syn-
chronous series Compensator (SSSC), Interline Power flow 
Controller (IPFC), Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) [8].

FACTS devices are modelled for power flows and incorpo-
rated in existing power flow. In [9] UPFC is modelled as a series 
reactance along with power injections made at the end of the 
reactance. In this model the voltage magnitude and phase angle 
must be manually adjusted so as to go with the intended power 
flow. In [10] a very simple model of UPFC is presented which 
works only when the control parameters voltage magnitude and 
power flows are controlled concurrently. In [11-12] FACTS 
controllers are modelled such that they are easily incorporated 
in the existing Newton Raphson power flow by modifying the 
Jacobian matrix. The advantages of this method are getting a 
robust iterative solution which converges very quickly and the 
parameters are independently controlled. 

In this paper, case studies are carried out to analyse the per-
formance of FACTS devices during variable loading and con-
tingency conditions. The performance of FACTS devices to 
improve the transmission line voltage is also analysed. FACTS 
controllers are modelled to incorporate them in to the exist-
ing load flow and their parameters are tuned according to the 
requirement. The ability of FACTS controllers for maintaining 
desired voltage and power flows under normal and contingency 
conditions is demonstrated. Two FACTS controllers namely 
STATCOM and UPFC are incorporated in the existing Newton 
Raphson power flow and the following cases are analysed on 
standard 5 bus test system and IEEE 30 bus system.

a) Analysis of FACTS devices under Base Load condition.
b) Operating Modes of FACTS devices corresponding to 

specified voltage.
c) Analysis of FACTS devices under increased Loading 

condition.
d) Analysis of FACTS devices under single line contin-

gency.

2 Modelling of FACTS Devices
FACTS devices are modelled as state variables and incor-

porated in the actual load flow. The detailed modelling and the 
corresponding equations are discussed in this section.

2.1 Modelling of STATCOM
STATCOM comprises of series connection of voltage 

sourced converter (VSC) and a tap changing transformer whose 
primary is connected in shunt with the ac system [13]. The 

circuit diagram of STATCOM is shown in Fig. 1. STATCOM 
is represented by a synchronous voltage source with maximum 
and minimum voltage limits. The equivalent circuit shown in 
Fig. 2 is used to derive the mathematical model of the control-
ler for inclusion in power flow algorithm [14].

Fig. 1 Basic structure of STATCOM

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit of STATCOM

2.1.1 Power flow equations of STATCOM
The STATCOM voltage source equation given with 

respect to Fig. 2 is

E V jvR vR vR vR= +( )cos sinδ δ

Consider that STATCOM is connected at bus k. From Fig. 2 
the active and reactive power equations at the converter and 
bus k are [15]

P V G V V G BvR vR vR vR k vR vR k vR vR k= + −( ) + −( ) 
2

cos sinδ θ δ θ

Q V B V V G BvR vR vR vR k vR vR k vR vR k= − + −( ) − −( ) 
2

sin cosδ θ δ θ

P V G V V G Bk k vR k vR vR k vR vR k vR= + −( ) + −( ) 
2

cos sinθ δ θ δ

Qk V B V V G Bk vR k vR vR k vR vR k vR= − + −( ) − −( ) 
2

sin cosθ δ θ δ

Here voltage magnitude  VνR  and phase angle  δνR  are taken 
as state variables.

(1)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(3)
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2.2 Modelling of UPFC
UPFC comprises of two voltage source converters(VSCs) 

one connected in series and the other connected in shunt with 
the line, sharing a common capacitor. The series converter 
injects an AC voltage in to the line with controllable magni-
tude and phase angle in series with the transmission line via 
a series connected coupling transformer [16]. The shunt con-
verter generate or absorbs reactive power and independently 
provide compensation for the line. The basic model of UPFC is 
given in Fig. 3. The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4 is used to 
derive the mathematical model of the controller for the purpose 
of steady state analysis [16].

Fig. 3 Unified Power Flow Controller

Fig. 4 Equivalent circuit of Unified Power Flow Controller

2.2.1 Power flow equations of UPFC
The UPFC voltage source equations are given by [16]

E V jvr vR vR vR= +( )cos sinδ δ

E V jcr cR cR cR= +( )cos sinδ δ

Let us consider that an UPFC is connected between bus k 
and bus m. From Fig. 3 the active and reactive power equations 
at the converter, bus k and bus m are given by [16]
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V V G
cR cR mm cR k km cR k km cR k

cR m m

= + −( ) + −( ) 
+

2
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+

2
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+

2
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= − + −( ) − −( ) 
+

2
sin cosδ θ δ θ

mmm cR m mm cR mBsin cosδ θ δ θ−( ) − −( ) 

P V G V V G BvR vR vR vR k vR vR k vR vR k= − + −( ) + −( ) 
2

cos sinδ θ δ θ

Q V B V V G BvR vR vR vR k vR vR k vR vR k= + −( ) − −( ) 
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sin cosδ θ δ θ
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If the converter valves are loss less, then the active power 
supplied to the shunt converter  PνR  equals to the active power 
demanded by the series converter  PcR  [16].

P PvR cR+ = 0

3 Results and Discussion
The case studies mentioned in Section 1 are carried out without 

and with FACTS devices on a standard 5 bus system and IEEE 
30 bus system. A standard 5 bus system consists of 2 generators, 
7 transmission lines and having a demand of 165 MW intercon-
nected to the 5 buses. Similarly in IEEE 30 bus system 6 thermal 
generators, 41 transmission lines with a connected load of 283.4 
MW are interconnected to the 30 buses. The above said demand 
for the two test systems is considered as the base load. The simu-
lations are performed in Matlab environment. The system con-
figuration used is Intel core i5 processor, with 8gb ram capacity.

The static models of Static shunt Compensator (STATCOM) 
and Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) are incorporated 
in to Newton Raphson power flow analysis and their perfor-
mances are analysed. The parameters such as voltage profile, 
power flows, real & reactive power generations and Power loss 
are observed for the above said cases.

Steps for solving load flow analysis using NR method [19]
1. Specify the bas data, line data and FACTS device data. 

Formulate the Ybus matrix.
2. Specify the initial voltage the generator buses and load 

buses.

(7)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(16)

(17)

(14)

(15)

(18)
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3. Now incorporate the FACTS device at the desired location.
4. Calculate the P at PV buses and PQ buses. Calculate Q at 

PQ buses. 
5. Calculate the power mismatches and also calculate the 

Jacobian matrix elements.
6. Compute the new voltage magnitudes and phase angles 

until the residuals are less than desired accuracy.

3.1 Performance analysis of FACTS devices under 
Base Load condition

Load flow analysis without FACTS devices is carried out and 
the voltage magnitudes, phase angles , power loss and power 
generations in 5 bus system are furnished in column 3 of Table 1. 
The given results are treated as base case values of standard 5 
bus system. From the table it is observed that the voltages at 
the load buses (0.987, 0.984, 0.971) are not in tolerable limits 
and the power loss is also high (3.64 % of total load).

3.1.1 Voltage profile improvement with FACTS 
devices

FACTS devices absorbs or injects reactive power from/ into 
the system and maintains the voltage magnitude to the desired 
level [15]. Improvement of voltage magnitude by incorporating 

STATCOM at different locations is analysed for the two test 
systems and the results are given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

For instance, In standard 5 bus test system the STATCOM is 
incorporated at bus 4, and it is observed that the voltage mag-
nitude at the bus is improved to 1.00 p.u. (from 0.984p.u.), by 
injecting a reactive power of 25.32 MVAr in to the system. It 
is also observed that the voltage profile of buses 3 and 5 are 
improved by 1.2 % and 0.6 % from the base case respectively. 
This shows that the STATCOM has the ability to improve the 
voltage profile of the nearby buses also. Similarly the perfor-
mance of STATCOM by incorporating at buses 3 and 5 is ana-
lysed and the results are given in Table 1.

A similar case study is performed on IEEE 30 bus system by 
incorporating STATCOM at buses 21, 22 and 24. For instance, 
consider STATCOM is placed at bus 21. It is observed that the 
voltage magnitude at the bus is improved to 1.00 p.u. from a 
base value of 0.96 p.u. and the voltage at the other buses is also 
improved. Results are furnished in Table 2. The voltage profile 
without and with STATCOM at bus 21 is shown in Fig. 5. From 
the results it is inferred that STATCOM helps in providing a 
smoother control over a wide range.

UPFC is a combined series-shunt controller which helps 
in improving both power flows and voltage profile [16].

Table 1 Analysis without and with FATCS devices at various locations

Parameter Bus No Base case
STATCOM UPFC

at Bus 3 at Bus 4 at Bus 5 in Line 3-4 in Line 4-5

Voltage 
Magnitude (p.u.)

1 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06

2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

3 0.987 1.00 (1.31 %) 0.999 (1.2 %) 0.992 (0.5 %) 1.00 0.999

4 0.984 0.994 (0.7 %) 1.00 (1.6 %) 0.991 (0.7 %) 0.987 1.00

5 0.971 0.975 (0.4 %) 0.977 (0.6 %) 1.00 (2.98 %) 0.972 0.972

Active (MW)/
Reactive Power
(MVAr)
Generations

PG1 131.12 131.056 (-0.05 %) 131.08 (-0.04 %) 131.18 (0.05 %) 131.13 131.093

QG1 90.82 85.34 (-6.03 %) 85.51 (-5.84 %)  88.47 (-2.59 %) 85.54 85.561

PG2 40 40  40 40 40.00 40.00

QG2 -61.59 -77.06 (25.13 %) -81.45 (32.25 %) -91.42 (48.43 %) -71.60 -78.09

Active (MW)/
Reactive Power
(MVAr) Loss

Ploss 6.122 6.092 (-1.08 %)  6.087 (-0.57 %) 6.181 (0.96 %) 6.132 6.093

Qloss -10.77 -10.926 (-4.49 %) -11.231 (-4.28 %) -10.955 (-1.71 %) -10.909 -11.117

Table 2 Profile and Power loss with STATCOM in IEEE 30 bus system

Voltage /Power Loss Base Case STATCOM at Bus 21 STATCOM at Bus 22 STATCOM at Bus 24

B21 0.960 1.000 0.997 0.986

B22 0.961 0.998 1.000 0.988

B24 0.947 0.975 0.976 1.000

Ploss (MW) 18.313 17.945 17.962 17.946

Qloss (MVAr) 59.398 55.852 55.936 56.105
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UPFC is placed in two different lines and the voltage profile is 
compared. When UPFC is placed in line 3-4 the voltage magni-
tude at bus 3 is increased to 1.00 p.u. and the voltages at buses 
4 & 5 are also improved. Similarly, When UPFC is placed in 
line 4-5 the voltage magnitude of bus 4 is improved to 1.00 p.u. 
and the voltage at the other buses is also improved significantly 
compared to previous case. The results are furnished in Table 1. 

UPFC is placed in line 21-22 of the IEEE 30 bus system and 
the voltage profile is plotted in Fig. 6. It is observed that the 
voltage at the bus 21 is improved from 0.96 p.u. to 0.995 p.u. 
and the voltage at the other buses is also improved significantly. 
From the above analysis it is inferred that location of FACTS 
devices plays a key role in improvement of voltage profile.

Fig. 5 Voltage profile without and with STATCOM in IEEE 30 bus system

Fig. 6 Voltage profile without and with UPFC in IEEE 30 bus system

3.1.2 Power Flow Analysis with FACTS devices
STATCOM is incorporated at various buses and the power 

flows in the lines are observed. In standard 5 bus test system, 
when the STATCOM is placed at bus 3 the reactive power carried 
by lines 1-3 & 2-3 is reduced and line 3-4 carries more reactive 
power compared to base case. This is because the STATCOM sup-
plies the reactive power required by the load and reduces reactive 
power burden on the generators. This is shown in Column 4 of 
Table 1. It is observed that the generator at the slack bus reduces 
its generation and the generator at bus 2 absorbs more reactive 
power compared to base case. Similarly when the STATCOM is 
placed at buses 4 & 5, the power flows and power generations 
are obtained and given in Table 1. The active and reactive power 
loss by incorporating STATCOM at various locations are calcu-
lated and shown in Row number 4 of Table 1. When STATCOM 
is placed at bus 3 the active power loss is reduced by 1.08 % 
compared to base case and it is increased by 0.96 % when placed 
at bus 5. It indicates that the losses of the system are reduced 
only when proper location is chosen. The reactive power loss is 
reduced in all the cases as the STATCOM supplies the required 
reactive power and reduces burden on the sources.

The active and reactive power loss when STATCOM 
is placed at buses 21, 22 and 24 of IEEE 30 bus system are 
given in Table 2. From the table it is inferred that the losses 
are reduced significantly when STATCOM is placed at bus 21. 

The active and reactive power flows with UPFC in line 
3-4 and line 4-5 are observed by running the load flow. For 
instance, consider UPFC is placed in line 3-4 and it is observed 
that the active power flow is increased from 19.38 MW to 29.07 
MW and the reactive power in the line is reduced to 2.0 MVAr 
from 2.86 MVAr. This shows that UPFC has ability to control 
both active and reactive powers simultaneously in a line. The 
power flows in the lines are improved significantly when UPFC 
is placed in test system.

The active and reactive power losses with UPFC at locations 
3-4 and 4-5 are given in Table 1. From the table it is inferred 
that the active power loss of the system will change accord-
ingly with amount of power to be transferred through a line 
and also with the location of the FACTS device. For instance, 
consider the UPFC is placed in line 3-4 and the power flow is 
increased in the line by 150 % of actual. UPFC controls the 
power as desired in the line, but the losses are proportionately 
increased. Similarly when UPFC is placed in line 4-5 the losses 
are decreased. The reactive power losses are decreased in both 
the cases with incorporation of UPFC in the line. This shows 
that with optimal location of FACTS device the losses in the 
system can be minimized.

The active and reactive power generations with UPFC are 
also shown in Table 1. UPFC is incorporated in lines 3-4 and 
4-5 separately and the analysis is done. It is inferred that there 
is no significant change in real power generations when UPFC 
is placed in the lines. But the reactive power generation at the 
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slack bus is decreased and the generator at bus 2 absorbs more 
reactive power compared to base case. This is because the shunt 
converter of UPFC generates reactive power and reduces burden 
on the generators. Here the series converter remains inactive.

The active and reactive power loss when UPFC is placed in 
the lines 21-22 and 24-25 of IEEE 30 bus test system are given 
in Table 3. It is observed that the power loss is reduced with 
proper control of power in the lines.

Table 3 Active and Reactive power loss without 
and with UPFC in IEEE 30 bus system

Power Loss Base case
UPFC in Line 
21-22

UPFC in Line 
24-25

Ploss (MW) 18.313 18.128 18.180

Qloss (MVAr) 59.398 56.793 57.931

3.2 Operating Modes of FACTS devices 
corresponding to specified voltage

The main purpose of the shunt converter is to maintain the 
desired voltage magnitude at the bus at which it is connected 
by injecting (absorbing) reactive power in to the bus. If the 
converter voltage magnitude is less than the source voltage 
then the converter will be in inductive mode. In this mode the 
converter absorbs reactive power from the system. If the con-
verter voltage is greater than source voltage then it will be in 
capacitive mode and it injects reactive power into the system.

Depending upon the voltage to be maintained at a bus the 
STATCOM generates (or absorbs) reactive power into the sys-
tem. Here an analysis is carried out to differentiate the modes 
of operation with respect to specified voltage. The STATCOM 
is placed at bus 4 and the specified voltage Vspec is varied from 
a value less than base voltage to a value above base voltage. It 
is observed that if the STATCOM has to maintain a voltage less 
than base case, it operates in inductive mode (Ind) and if the 
device has to maintain a value greater than base case it operates 
in capacitive mode (Cap). When system voltage is to be main-
tained at base value the STATCOM stays inoperative (Inop). If 
the source voltage is less than the converter voltage (Vvr) then 
the STATCOM operates in inductive mode and if the source 
voltage is greater than the converter voltage (Vvr ) then the 
STATCOM operates in capacitive mode. The obtained results 
are furnished in column 2 of Table 4. STATCOM is also placed 
at buses 3 & 5 and the characteristics between Reactive power 
generated (absorbed) by STATCOM (Qs ) vs. specified voltage 
(Vsp ) are plotted in Fig. 7. Another graph between converter 
voltage (Vvr ) vs. specified voltage (Vsp ) is shown in Fig. 8.

In IEEE 30 bus test system the STATCOM is placed at bus 
21 and the characteristics of specified voltage (Vsp ) vs. Reac-
tive power (Qs ) and converter voltage (Vvr ) are given in column 
3 of Table 4. The characteristics of specified voltage (Vsp ) vs. 
Reactive power (Qs ) when STATCOM is placed at buses 21 

and 24 are plotted in Fig. 7. Similarly the plot between speci-
fied voltage (Vsp ) vs. converter voltage (Vvr ) is shown in Fig. 8. 
The inductive and capacitive modes of STATCOM are clearly 
observed from the figures. The relation between source voltage 
and converter voltage with change in modes is also observed. 
In inductive mode converter voltage is less than the specified 
voltage and in capacitive mode the converter voltage is greater 
than specified voltage.

In the designed UPFC model, the shunt converter helps in 
providing reactive power support and thus maintains the volt-
age profile at desired level. The performance of shunt converter 
for UPFC is analysed by placing in line 3-4 of standard 5 bus 
test system. Here it is observed that converter voltage changes 
corresponds to specified voltage and its operation in both 
inductive and capacitive modes are observed. The obtained 
results are given in Table 4.

Now UPFC is placed in line 21-22 of IEEE 30 bus system 
and the operating modes of shunt converter are given in column 
4 of Table 4. It is observed that if the voltage specified (Vsp ) is 
less than the base voltage then the converter absorbs reactive 
power from the system. Here the converter voltage (Vvr ) is less 
than the voltage specified. If the voltage specified is greater 
than the base voltage the converter injects reactive power in to 
the system. Here converter voltage is greater than the voltage 
specified is observed.

Fig. 7 Operating modes of STATCOM when placed at various buses

Fig. 8 Converter voltage vs. Specified Voltage of 
STATCOM when placed at various buses
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Table 4 Operating modes of STATCOM corresponding to specified voltage in two test systems

Specified 
Voltage (p.u.)

STATCOM UPFC

Standard 5 bus system IEEE 30 bus system Standard 5 bus system IEEE 30 bus system

QS Vvr(p.u.) Mode QS (MVAr) Vvr(p.u.) Mode Qsh Vvr Mode Qsh Vvr Mode

0.9 0.261 0.87 Ind 0.08 0.800 Ind -0.621 0.824 Ind -0.227 0.87 Ind

0.92 0.18 0.9 Ind 0.096 0.800 Ind -0.491 0.863 Ind -0.150 0.90 Ind

0.94 0.36 0.9 Ind 0.1072 0.8042 Ind -0.347 0.901 Ind -0.067 0.93 Ind

0.96 0.3996 0.916 Ind 0.000 0.960 Inop -0.187 0.940 Ind 0.0213 0.96 Cap

0.98 0.1125 0.968 Ind -0.132 1.116 Cap -0.013 0978 Ind 0.1161 0.99 Cap

0.99 -0.043 0.994 Cap -0.244 1.194 Cap 0.0798 0.998 Cap 0.1657 1.00 Cap

1.0 -0.208 1.02 Cap -0.24 1.200 Cap 0.1764 1.017 Cap 0.2198 1.02 Cap

1.05 -0.575 1.15 Cap -0.18 1.200 Cap 0.7167 1.114 Cap 0.4947 1.09 Cap

3.3 Performance analysis of FACTS devices under 
increased loading condition

As the increasing demand on existing power system is a 
most common issue, a case study by increasing the load at a 
particular bus to 150 % of base case is carried out on a stand-
ard 5 bus system without and with STATCOM. Here the effec-
tiveness of the above said device is observed in terms of volt-
age profile and power loss.

3.3.1 Voltage profile improvement with STATCOM
In this case, the load at bus 3 is increased to 150 % of the 

actual value and the load flow analysis is done. It is observed 
that the voltages at the buses are still reduced compared to the 
base case. Now STATCOM is incorporated at bus 3 and the 
analysis is repeated. It is seen that the voltage at bus 3 is raised 
to 1.00 p.u. and the voltages at the other load buses 4 & 5 are 
increased by 1.74 % and 0.61 % respectively. This shows that if 
the STATCOM is properly designed to meet the requirements it 
works effectively even under heavy load conditions. To test the 
effectiveness of the device, similar analysis has been carried 
out at the other load buses 4 and 5 by incorporating STATCOM 
at these locations. The analysis is given in column 3 of Table 5.

3.3.2 Power Flow Analysis with STATCOM
In the analysis as said above it is observed commonly in all 

the cases that the power loss is increased significantly depend-
ing on the loading at the bus. When STATCOM is placed at bus 
3 the active power loss is reduced by 2.5 % . Conversely when 
the STATCOM is placed at bus 5 the power loss is increased 
to 0.73 %. The total reactive power loss is decreased in all the 
locations with STATCOM. Consider the case when STATCOM 
is placed at bus 3, the reactive power loss is reduced by 16.8% 
where as it is reduced by 15.47 % when placed at bus 3. This 
shows that the location of FACTS device has much significance 
in reducing the system losses. The numerical with respect to 
this analysis are given in column 3 of Table 5.

3.4 Analysis of FACTS devices under single line 
contingency

Contingency analysis is very important step in planning stud-
ies for a power system engineer [17]. It is essential to predict the 
heavy loads and emergencies which occur in a power system such 
that suitable action can be taken in predefined time. This analysis 
is carried out on the two test systems namely standard 5 bus sys-
tem and IEEE 30 bus system, without and with FACTS devices.

Table 5 Analysis without and with STATCOM for various scenarios in standard 5 bus test system

Voltage /
Power Loss

Base 
case

Voltage profile and Power loss with increased loading 
Voltage profile and Power loss under single 

line contingency

Without STATCOM 
at Bus 3

With STATCOM 
at Bus 3

Without STATCOM 
at Bus 5

With STATCOM 
at Bus 5

Without 
STATCOM

With STATCOM

at Bus 3 at Bus 4 at Bus 5

V1 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06

V2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

V3 0.987 0.981 1.00 0.983 0.991 (0.81 %) 0.977 1.00 0.999 0.987

V4 0.984 0.977 0.994 (1.74 %) 0.979 0.990 (1.12 %) 0.972 0.993 1.00 0.984

V5 0.971 0.969 0.975 (0.61 %) 0.955 1.00 0.967 0.974 0.976 1.00

Ploss (MW) 6.122 7.698 7.540 (-2.5 %) 8.865 8.930 (0.73 %) 7.036 6.886 6.929 7.056

Qloss (MVAr) -10.77 -5.821 -6.799 (-16.8 %) -2.334 -2.695 (-15.47 %) -3.876 -4.768 -4.692 -4.262
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Table 6 Analysis without and with UPFC under single line contingency

Parameter Bus / Line No Base case
Contingency in Line 2-4

Without UPFC UPFC in Line 3-4

Voltage Magnitude
(p.u.)

1 1.06 1.06 1.06

2 1.00 1.00 1.00

3 0.987 0.977 1.00

4 0.984 0.972 0.974

5 0.971 0.967 0.968

Actual Power Flow
(MW)

1--2 89.33 82.10 79.48

1--3 41.79 49.92 52.46

2--3 24.47 37.04 40.66

2--4 27.71 -- --

2--5 54.65 62.73 56.54

3--4 19.38 39.03 45.00

4--5 6.59 -1.127 4.78

Active Power Loss - 6.12 7.04 6.95

3.4.1 Voltage profile improvement with FACTS 
devices

Line 2-4 is removed and the system turns to contingency 
state. Now the power flow analysis is done and it is observed 
that the voltages at the buses falls under desirable limits. To 
overcome this STATCOM is incorporated at different load 
buses and the performance is observed. Under these criti-
cal circumstances also STATCOM outperforms its ability in 
improving the voltage profile. The analysis is tabulated in Col-
umn 4 of Table 5.

During the above said contingency the analysis is made 
with incorporation of UPFC in line 3-4. As said above the 
voltages are below desirable limits when test system is under 
contingency. After the incorporation of UPFC the voltages are 
improved significantly and brought to desirable limits. The 
analysis with out and with UPFC is given in Table 6.

3.4.2 Power Flow Analysis with FACTS devices
Under contingency the STATCOM is incorporated at differ-

ent load buses and the power flows are observed. The power 
loss when STATCOM is incorporated at bus 3 is observed as 
lowest compared to other two locations. So this signifies the 
importance of choosing optimal location of FACTS device 
with respect to test conditions. The numerical are shown in 
column 4 of Table 5.

During contingency line 2-5 is overloaded and it car-
ries 62.73 MW which is above the desirable limit. It is also 
observed that lines 3-4 and 4-5 are operating under the flow 
limit. So by incorporating UPFC in line 3-4 the power flows 
through the lines are controlled and are maintained in accept-
able limits. This analysis is given in Table 6.

Similar analysis is conducted on IEEE 30 bus test system by 
incorporating UPFC in a suitable line. Contingency is obtained 
in the system by removing line 4-12. Due to this power flow in 
lines 2-6 and 4-6 violates the flow limit. Now UPFC is placed 
in two different locations and performance is tested. UPFC is 
placed in line 4-6 and the power flow is reduced to 89 MW, but 
the other line 2-6 still violates the flow limit. Now UPFC is 
incorporated in line 5-7 and the power flow through the line is 
controlled. By doing this we achieve all lines operating under 
flow limit. It is also observed that the Power loss in the lines 
increases with contingency. This analysis in terms of numerical 
is shown in Table 7.

3.4.3 Recommendations on FACTS devices 
Applications

Selection of FACTS devices is made based on applica-
tion, location and cost of installation. FACTS devices helps in 
improving voltage profile, minimizing losses, increase power 
flows and also provide reactive power support. STATCOM and 
UPFC can help in improving voltage profile. But if the require-
ment confines to only voltage profile STATCOM is advanta-
geous due to its low cost and less complexity than UPFC. If 
the application involves multiple functions like controlling real 
power, reactive power, phase angle and voltage profile then 
UPFC is best suited. Cost comparison of various FACTS con-
trollers is given in [18]. The cost for installing an STATCOM 
is 50$/kVAR and the cost of UPFC is almost double the cost 
of STATCOM as it involves two converters. Even though the 
installation costs of FACTS devices is costlier profits can be 
achieved after a certain period.
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Table 7 Power flows without and with UPFC under contingency in IEEE 30 bus system

S.No Line
Power Flow (MW) with Line 4--12 removed Flow Limit

(MW)Without UPFC UPFC in 4--6 UPFC in 5--7

1 1--2 183.707 192.410 193.550 130

2 1--3 81.490 73.550 73.369 130

3 2--4 42.152 29.719 29.025 65

4 3--4 76.390 68.944 68.777 130

5 2--5 86.279 92.611 126.399 130

6 2--6 67.709 81.938 49.906 65

7 4--6 109.242 89.944 89.114 90

8 5--7 -11.148 -5.304 25.289 70

9 6--7 34.465 28.430 -2.191 130

10 6--8 31.505 31.448 31.429 32

11 6--9 51.953 52.231 52.207 65

12 6--10 28.922 29.111 29.106 32

13 9--11 0.000 0.000 0.000 65

14 9--10 51.953 52.231 52.207 65

15 4--12 -- -- -- -

16 12--13 0.000 0.000 0.000 65

17 12--14 3.524 3.674 3.669 32

18 12--15 -1.179 -1.161 -1.163 32

19 12--16 -13.546 -13.713 -13.707 32

20 14--15 -2.733 -2.594 -2.598 16

21 16--17 -17.387 -17.632 -17.622 16

22 15--18 -5.079 -5.095 -5.093 16

23 18--19 -8.366 -8.409 -8.406 16

24 19--20 -17.940 -17.997 -17.993 32

25 10--20 20.694 20.748 20.744 32

26 10--17 27.002 27.314 27.300 32

27 10--21 18.189 18.251 18.244 32

28 10--22 9.190 9.230 9.225 32

29 21--22 0.522 0.590 0.584 32

30 15--23 -7.277 -7.180 -7.185 16

31 22--24 9.626 9.737 9.727 16

32 23--24 -10.658 -10.599 -10.603 16

33 24--25 -10.151 -10.015 -10.027 16

34 25--26 3.552 3.551 3.551 16

35 25--27 -13.931 -13.791 -13.803 16

36 28--27 27.487 27.332 27.343 65

37 27--29 6.206 6.204 6.204 16

38 27--30 7.112 7.110 7.110 16

39 29--30 3.709 3.708 3.708 16

40 8--28 1.373 1.322 1.308 32

41 6--28 26.241 26.133 26.157 32

Power Loss 21.790 22.560 23.519 -
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4 Conclusion
This paper emphasizes the effects of incorporating STAT-

COM and UPFC in the power transmission network in terms 
of improvement of power flows, voltage profile and reduc-
tion in losses. The analysis is carried out on a benchmark 5 
bus system and IEEE 30 bus system. With the incorporation 
of FACTS devices the lines can be operated near the thermal 
limits, voltage profile at the buses are improved and the power 
losses are reduced. During over load at the buses, The voltage 
profile of the buses are maintained at the operating limits even 
at over loading conditions. Even under single line contingency 
by incorporating UPFC in a suitable line, the power flows are 
controlled and are within flow limits. This analysis shows that 
with proper choice and optimal location of FACTS devices the 
power flows can be controlled in a desired manner.
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Appendix
a) STATCOM Parameters
Inductive Reactance of STATCOM =10Ω
Target Voltage=1 p.u.
Initial value of the source voltage =1 p.u.
Initial angle of the source voltage = 0°.
Minimum limit of source voltage = 0.9 p.u.
maximum limit of source voltage = 1.1 p.u.

b) UPFC Parameters
Inductive reactance of shunt converter = 0.1Ω
Inductive reactance of series converter = 0.1Ω
Initial voltage of series source = 0.04 p.u.
Initial angle of series source = 0.0°
Initial voltage of shunt source = 1.0 p.u.
Initial angle of shunt source = 0.0°.
Minimum voltage limit of series voltage source = 0.001 p.u.
Maximum voltage limit of series voltage source = 0.2 p.u.
Minimum voltage limit of shunt voltage source = 0.9 p.u.
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